HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVlCE BOARD
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 20-14

DECISION AFFIRMING FIVE-DAY SUSPENSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:

DON RAIOLO, Appellant,
vs.

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION,
and the City and County of Denver, a m unicipal corporation, Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant, Don Raiolo, appeals his five-day suspension by his employer, the
Department of Parks and Recreation (Agency), for alleged violations of specified
Career Service Rules. A hearing concerning this appeal was conducted by Bruce A.
Plotkin, Hearing Officer, o n July 2, 2014. The Agenc y was represented by Richard
Stubbs, Assistant City Attorney, while the Appellant was represented by Sean Olson,
Esq. Agency exhibits l, 2, 4 through 8, l 0, 13, and 17 through 19 were admitted. The
Appellant offered no additional exhibits. The following witnesses testified for the
Agency: Appellant; Jose Rivero; and Harry Hill. The Appellant offered no additional
witness.

11. ISSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal:

A. whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules: I 6-60A;
B; E; J; K; or Z; and
B. if the Appellant violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules, whether
the Agency's decision to suspend him for five days conformed to the purposes of
discipline under CSR 16-10.

111. FINDINGS
Raiolo has been employed as a plumber in the Agency since 2001 . He maintains
and repairs plumbing systems throughout the Denver parks and recreation system. He
is also responsible for diagnosing plumbing problems and implementing effective
solutions. [Exhibit 2-4; Raiolo testimony; Rivera testimony; Hill testimony] .
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Raiolo's supervisor sent him to the Montclair Recreation Center on January 30,
2014, in order to resolve the recurring lack of hot water in the men's shower. Raiolo
spoke with the staff there and was told the problem was recurring but intermittent. He
conducted some perfunctory tests.' told the staff to call when the problem was
actually occurring, and left.
Five days later, Montclair reported insufficient hot water to the women's shower.
That work order was closed the next day, February S without any work being done.
The following day, February 6, the Montclair supervisor reported no hot water and little
water pressure to either the men's or women's showers. Plumbing Supervisor Jose
Rivera decided to investigate himself. He took nine hours to diagnose and repair the
hot water problem, specifying the following investigation and repair.
Rivera found the circulation pump was working, but the hot water inlet and
outlets were both cold. He observed the fixtures on the west side of the building were
losing water pressure and the stop on the cold side of the line was completely off
because the slot for the flat head screwdriver was stripped and therefore difficult to
acfiust. Rivera disassembled the stops within the mixing valve and found the valves
worked properly and were not clogged. Next he removed the main cartridge from
the mixing valve and saw it was completely corroded and seized. He realized the
seized cartridge was the reason the mixing valve was receiving hot and cold water
but was not allowing mixed water out at full pressure. To fix the problem, he bypassed
the mixing valve to allow hot water to flow throughout the building. Such
investigation and repair is well-within the competency and duties of a Journeyman
Plumber. [Rivera testimony; Hill testimony].
Since Agency plumbers must drive to various locations all over Denver. the
Agency is keen on efficient route-taking as a significant component of productivity
and in cutting back on waste of resources such as fuel, and wear and tear on
Agency vehicles. For that reason. plumbers are required to keep doily logs of their
time and distance between jobs.
Raiolo hod been counseled several times about his mileage and travel time. In
2008 he was placed on a Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) partly for that reason.
In 2009, he was reassigned for similar reasons. That year, he signed a Memorandum
of Expectations. In pertinent part. the memorandum stated
Mileage and Travel
It is expected that you will make an effort to determine the shortest
distance between jobs. and to follow that route. If there are any questions
or concerns. you will talk with your supervisor for input concerning travel
time/routes. It is part of smart time management and save the city costs
when the shortest route is taken.

[Exhibit 4-2].
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When Raiolo was dispatched for plumbing duties on February 5, 2014, he marked
the distance from his first job, at Washington Park, to Montbello as 25 miles. [Exhibit 77]. The actual distance is approximately 15 miles. [Hill testimony; Exhibits 7-7; 8]. From
Montbello. he marked the distance to his next job. at Jackie Robinson Park, as 31
miles. [Exhibit 7-7]. whereas the actual distance is 9 miles. [Id].
The Agency convened a pre-disciplinary meeting on March 19. 2014. Raiolo
attended with his union representative. Both mode statements. On April 1, 2014, the
Agency delivered its notice of suspension to Raiolo. This appeal followed timely on
April 14. 2014.
IV. ANALYSIS
A. Jurisdiction and Review

Jurisdiction is proper under CSR§ 19-IA) 11 ). as a direct appeal of a suspension.
am required to conduct a de novo review. meaning to consider all the evidence as
though no previous action had been taken. Turner v. Rossmiller. 532 P.2d 751 [Colo.
App. 1975).
8. Burden and Standard of Proof

The Agency retains the burden of persuasion, throughout the case, to prove the
Appellant violated one or more cited sections of the Career Service Rules. The
standard by which the moving party must prove its claims is by a preponderance of
the evidence.
C. Key determinations to this case.

The central determinations to the outcome are 11} whether Raiolo. as a 19-year
Journeyman Plumber 113 with the Agency). should have fully diagnosed and repaired
the Montclair Recreation Center hot water problem and (2) whether Raiolo violated a
directive to take the shortest route between jobs.
D. Career Service Rule Violations.
1. CSR 16-60 A. Neglect of duty.

To sustain a violation under CSR 16-60 A. the Agency must establish that Raiola
failed to perform a known duty. In re Abbey, CSA 99-09. 6 (8/9/10). Facilities
Superintendent Harry Hill claimed Raiolo violated this rule by neglecting to diagnose
and repair the hot water problems at Montclair on January 30. 2014. According to
Raiola. his supervisor Rivera told him on February 4 that he (Rivera) already went to
Montclair and fixed the problem. so that Raiolo could close the tic ket.
The Agency did not directly refute Raiolo's, response. but it seems unlikely Rivera
would tell Raiolo to close the Montclair ticket since Rivera went to Montclair on
February 6 to diagnose and repair the same problems. Rivera and Hill testified Raiolo
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should have known to investigate and repair the reoccurring hot water issue ot
Montclair, and Raiolo did not raise an issue regarding Rivera's credibility on that point.
Thus, the Agency established Raiolo's duty to investigate, diagnose and repair the hot
water problem. In addition, Raiolo testified that he is expected to diagnose and
repair plumbing problems, and if he does not know how to diagnose or repair a
particular problem, he may call a supervisor. [Raiolo cross-exam).
Raiolo testified he undertook the following troubleshooting measures at
Montclair on January 30: He checked the water pressure and temperature and found
both to function within acceptable ranges; he checked the circulation pump and
found no issue with it; he told staff to call when there was actually a hot water
problem occurring; Rivera told him he was at Montclair earlier and found the some
thing as Raiolo and to close the ticket. [Roiolo testimony[. Raiolo also testified that
when the February 4 complaint was received from Montclair. Rivera merely told him
to close the ticket
As stated above, it is unlikely Rivera would tell Raiolo he already fixed the
problem and to close the ticket when he (Rivera) went the next day to fix the very
same problem. In addition to establishing Raiolo's duty to diagnose and repair the
problem, Rivera's actions also establish that Raiola failed to repair the hot water issue
since Rivero did so several days later, finding a corroded mixing valve cartridge which
Raiolo missed.
Raiolo protested that he should not have to disassemble an entire hot water
system. as Rivera did at Montclair. each time there is a vague complaint because
such a process would leave no time for more than one plumbing problem in a day or
longer. On its face, Raiolo's complaint makes sense. If a problem is only intermittent
and is not occurring at the time, then there is some logic in waiting until the problem
actually occurs in order to be efficient about diagnosing and repairing the problem.
Raiolo and Hill effectively rebutted this assertion in the following ways. First, the
problem was initially reported to the Agency and to Roiolo as intermittent but
ongoing, so when Raiolo took basic pressure and temperature readings and found no
issue, he had a duty to conduct further troubleshooting. Second. the second call on
February 4 should have alerted Raiolo that his earlier efforts were insufficient to find
the underlying problem. [Raiolo, Hill testimony). For these reasons, and because his
claim that Rivera told him to close the Montclair ticket was not credible, Raiolo knew
he had a duty to continue troubleshooting an ongoing plumbing issue and he failed
to do so, in violation of CSR 16-60 A.
With respect to his route selection, Raiolo testified he may have failed to
account for his lunch break and may have taken other breaks without recording
them on January 30. While explaining a possible discrepancy in his time log, these
statements do not address the discrepancy in distance he recorded. Mapquest©
exhibits by the Agency verified testimony with regard to actual distances between
Raiolo's jobs on January 30. [Exhibit 8; Hill testimony]. Raiolo also claimed Mapquest©
is unreliable, but offered no contrary measurement into evidence. He also testified he
probably just forgot to log an intermediate stop but offered no proof of another
assignment that day. Finally, Raiolo asserted the Agency's routes fail to consider
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alternative routes to avoid traffic and construction. For reasons explained below.
under the discussion for CSR 16-60 J.. that argument is irrelevant. The Memorandum of
Expectations signed by Raiolo in 2009 states twice that Raiolo is to determine and
follow the shortest distance route (not necessarily the shortest time). [Exhibit 2-7). The
Agency, therefore. also established a violation of CSR 16-60 A. where Raiolo was
instructed to follow the shortest route between job sites but failed to do so.
2. CSR 16-60 8. Carelessness In performance of duties and responsibilities.

While CSR 16-60 A. and CSR 16-60 B. share similar elements of proof. they are
distinguished in that. under 16-60 B.. the employee's acts (performance}, rather than
his omissions (neglect}. are reviewed. See In re Simpleman. CSA 31-06, 4-5110/20/06}.
Thus. a violation under this rule occurs for performing poorly, rather than neglecting to
perform, an important duty. The Agency made two claims under this rule: Raiolo's
failure to ascertain and repair the Montclair hot water problem; and his failure to
follow the shortest route between jobs.
With respect to the hot water claim. both Hill and Rivera testified that a
Journeyman Plumber should thoroughly investigate. diagnose. and repair plumbing
problems. They were consistent in testifying Raiolo engaged in some of the steps
expected of a Journeyman plumber when he checked temperature and pressure
settings, and examined the circulation pump. Hill and Rivera believed a plumber with
Raiolo's qualifications and experience was obligated to investigate further and to
repair the underlying problem. Their testimony remained unrebutted and constitutes
proof that a reasonable duty was communicated to Raiolo and he carried out that
duty in substandard fashion in violation CSR 16-60B.
With respect to the claim that Raiolo failed to follow the shortest route between
jobs. I infer the Agency charged Raiolo's Memorandum of Expectations created a
duty to select the shortest distance between jobs. Since the obligation created by
the Memorandum was a specific directive applicable only to Raiolo. such allegation
falls more appropriately under CSR 16-60 J.. below, making the allegation here
superfluous.
3. CSR 16-60 E. Any act of dishonesty, which may Include, but is not limited to
1. Altering, or falsifying official records or examinations;
3. Lying to supervisors, or falsifying records with respect to official duties,
Including work duties, disciplinary actions. or false reporting of work hours.

The Agency alleged Raiolo was dishonest in the distances he logged for travel to
and from Montbello. [Hill testimony; Exhibit 7). However. the Agency did not prove
Raiolo's entries were inaccurate for the distance he actually travelled; rather. the
Agency alleged he should have taken a more direct route altogether. While this
allegation may establish a violation of other rules. it fails to establish dishonesty.
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Hill also claimed Raiolo was inaccurate in his time reporting. and therefore
dishonest. Raiolo acknowledged he has made mistakes in his timekeeping, but was
not deceitful. Raiolo's acknowledgment does not rise to the level of wrongdoing
under CSR 16·60 E.. and the Agency's claim. alone is insufficient to establish
dishonesty. This violation remains unproven.
Finally. the Agency claimed Raiolo was dishonest for claiming 61h Avenue traffic
created a delay in his January 30 travel between jobs. Hill testified there are
construction delays on 6th Avenue only on the west side of the city, whereas Raiolo's
jobs were all on the east side, but Hill did not address whether there may have been
construction on 61h Ave east of downtown. This violation remains unproven.
4. CSR 16-60 J. Failing to comply with the lawful orders of an authorized supervisor
or falllng to do assigned work which the employee Is capable of performing.

In order to prove a violation under the first part of this rule. the Agency must
establish 1) a supervisor communicated a reasonable order to the employee: 2) the
employee violated the order, 3) under circumstances demonstrating willfulness. In re
Rodriquez, CSA 12-10, 7-8 ( 10/22/ 10). The Agency made two claims under the first
phrase of this rule: Raiolo failed to comply with the January 30 order to diagnose and
repair the Montclair hot water problem; and he failed to comply with the 2009
directive to select and drive the shortest distance between job sites.
With respect to the Montclair order. Hill testified Raiolo should have conducted a
more thorough investigation to diagnosis the hot water problem. The allegation falls
outside the scope of this rule. Raiolo did not refuse to go to the job site. Rather, his
performance of the work. once there. was defective. That issue is addressed
elsewhere in the rules and in this decision, but is inapplicable here.
CSR 16-60 J. contains a second proscription: the failure to do assigned work of
which the employee is capable. Raiola was assigned the task of diagnosing and
repairing a hot water problem. The assignment was within his capacity. Therefore. his
failure to repair the hot water problem on January 30 was a violation of the second
phrase of CSR 16-60 J.
With respect to his failure to drive the shortest route. the Agency demonstrated
through the Memorandum of Expectations that an order was communicated to the
Raiolo. Raiolo, protested the directive creates inefficient travel because it does not
account for traffic and other road conditions. This protest is beside the point. The
Agency elected no longer to leave it up to Raiolo's discretion which route to select.
due to Raiolo's history of taking long detours. The Agency directive was clear and
reasonable. Moreover. under the Memorandum. Raiolo was obligated to contact his
supervisor if he had any question or concern about route selection and he did not
contact any supervisor about his route selections. Raiolo's refusal to follow a clear
and reasonable directive establishes willfulness. Accordingly, Raiolo's refusal to
adhere to a directive which was clear and reasonable constitutes a violation of 1660J.
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5. CSR 16-60 K. Falling to meet established standards of performance Including
either qualitative or quantitative standards. When clttng this subsectton, a department
or agency must describe the specific standard(sl the employee has falled to meet.
Memorandum of Expectations dated December 28, 2009, between Plumbing

Supervisor Michael S. Greening, and Raiolo. [Exhibit 4].
Performance Improvement Plan [PIP) signed by Raiolo October 8, 2008.

[Exhibit 5].
The Memorandum of Expectations signed by Raiolo in 2009 constitutes an
established standard of performance under this rule. The relevant standard in the
Memorandum requires Raiolo always to select and drive the shortest distance
between job sites and to call a supervisor if he has any questions about a route. The
Memorandum has no expiration so, in the absence of a subsequent order, it has
continued to be in effect since its inception in 2009. The Agency established, above,
that Raiolo logged substantially longer routes on January 30 than the most direct
routes, in violation of the Memorandum. The Agency, therefore, proved this violation.
The Agency did not present evidence what aspect of the PIP it considered
Raiolo to have violated. In the absence of such evidence at hearing, the Agency
did not proven this violation.
6. CSR 16-60 Z. Conduct Preiudlclal to the good order and effectiveness of the
department or agency, or conduct that brings disrepute on or compromises the
integrity of the City.

A violation under this rule must establish actual harm to the Agency or to the
City caused by Raiolo's conduct. The Agency's only evidence in that regard was
Hill's testimony that Raiolo's extra mileage and time cost additional fuel use plus wear
and tear on an Agency vehicle. Hill also testified those abuses could have led to
complaints from the public or other from the facilities where repairs were needed.
Theoretical harm is insufficient to establish a violation of this rule. No violation is found
here.
V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE

The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible.
Appointing authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the
offense, an employee's past record, and the penalty most likely to achieve
compliance with the rules. CSR§ 16-20.
A. Seriousness of the proven offenses

If considered in a vacuum, the two wrongs committed by Raiola were not
severe. The totality of the circumstances makes them more so. Raiolo had been
counseled several if not many times about his route selection and, despite counseling
plus a specific, signed memorandum, he continued to toke long diversions,
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suggesting frolics rather than work. Also, Raiolo exercised deficient troubleshooting of
the hot water problem at Montclair. Taken together, Raiolo's conduct justifies the
Agency concern about his dedication to his duties. "These violations are serious and
concerning .... " [Exhibit 2-4).
8. Prior Record

While Raiolo received reprimands for inappropriate behavior in 2008 and 2009.
those actions appear to have addressed a bad attitude toward others rather than
toward his duties. Thus. those prior cases add nominally to progressive discipline but,
otherwise, are not aggravating.
C. likellhood of Reform

Past counseling, and Raiolo's written commitment to reform have not reformed
his conduct. Thus, the Agency's decision to assess a five-day suspension was within
range of discipline that could be imposed by a reasonable administrator to
encourage future compliance. In re Dioz, CSA 13-06, 8 I5/31 /06}.

Vl. ORDER
The Agency's five-day suspension of the Appellant's employment assessed on April 1
and effective from April 14 through April 18, 2014, is AFFIRMED.

DONE August 8, 2014.
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Bruce A. Plotkin
Hearing Officer
Career Service Board
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